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Psalm 121 

1 Peter 1:22-2:5 

It has happened to me before – and I have been told it has happened to others – and 

because of this, it seems to me that every so often when sermons are being written, 

the work and presence of the Holy Spirit is more than obvious – and so again this 

Sunday, we are going to talk about stones.  Here’s why: 

Someone asked me about our lectionary, and if I was planning to use one of the 

suggested Scripture passages for my sermon.  I found this an odd but timely question 

because on Monday I read the lectionary readings and didn’t like any of them, and 

decided to find something else upon which to preach.  As I was skimming through the 

letters, I inadvertantly opened to First Peter.  And I began to read. And as I read I 

remembered that in Greek the name Peter is Petros – which means rock or stone.  And 

then I read this passage which talked about Jesus being the cornerstone of our faith.  

And how we were the living stones that built up the church.  And then on Thursday I 

came across an article about a nun named Morwenna who lived in Cornwall in the 5th 

century.  It read in part:: 

Up on the top of a steep cliff – known as the Raven’s Crag – just above the stormy 

waters of the Atlantic, St. Morwenna built a small church so that the local faithful may 

have a place where to pray.  She is remembered for carrying stones on her head up the 

mountain -Day by day, stone by stone she built a church.  I could ignore it no longer. I 

thought – if all this information about stones wasn’t a message for a sermon – then I 

don’t know what is.  So…. 

I know very little about architecture, or masonry, or building – but google tells me that 

the cornerstone of any building is very important.  Because that stone is the foundation 

stone.  The very first stone that the mason sets determines the position, the plumb, 

and the integrity of the entire building. And it is from that one stone that the 

measurements and design of the building takes shape.   

According to Peter -- Christ and the example he has set for us is our cornerstone – It is 

the life and example of Christ then that determines who and how and what we, as 

church are called to be.  Peter goes on to say that we are the stones - the living stones 



that build up that church. Now we know that Peter is not talking about a physical 

structure.  He is not talking about the House of the Lord – the Temple built with 

massive magnificent stones, neither is Peter talking about a church building. Peter is 

talking about building a spiritual house.  He is talking about you and me. Because we 

are church. 

And who are we to be then? Peter calls us a chosen race, a royal priesthood, and a holy 

nation.  And all of that is quite impressive, but I am not sure exactly how to be those 

things.  But well before these lofty descriptions  – Peter – thankfully - gives us some 

stuff that we can really work with.  After he reminds us of the mighty acts and deeds of 

our Lord and the benefits of being a believer, he says, Therefore, rid yourself of malice 

and deceit, hypocrisy, envy and slander.  And as well, earlier in this letter Peter tells us 

to have genuine mutual love for one another, to be always hopeful, and to prepare 

ourselves for action! 

Chapter 1 of our Book of Order says this:  That it is Christ – the example of Christ –that 

gives the church her life – that gives the church its unity because we are all members 

of the Body of Christ – that gives us our mission.  It goes on to say that we are to be 

about the business of reconciliation – with God and one another.  And finally we read 

that because we have been given the gift of Christ, we are called to demonstrate the 

love of that gift in our life.  How:  well, we are to be a community of faith; a community 

of hope; a community of love, and a community of witness.   

Last week on FB there was a post that said sometimes the best evangelism is simply 

telling people you’re a Christian and then not being a complete jerk.  My cousin who 

doesn’t get this faith thing wrote back: just be a decent human being.  I wanted to 

reply – Guess what cous?  it’s not always that easy – and it’s never quite that simple.  

But I didn’t… 

Because You see…this is what I know about myself…Most times, I need my 

congregation or my colleagues to keep me accountable; most times I need a good 

guide – someone like Jesus; and every single day I need to bring that example to mind 

when I am thinking what I shouldn’t be thinking, and wanting to say what I shouldn’t 

say, (like to my cousin);  I need all this church stuff…always and especially in those 

moments when the last thing I want to be is one of the church’s living stones.   



If our first thoughts about Lent are that it is a time of personal reflection, personal 

prayer, and personal repentance.  Might we consider a second thought – that Lent 

might also be about how we are being church.    

Have we == the living stones of Christ’s church considered reflecting upon or praying 

about commitment or reconciliation, or the ways we do or do not demonstrate love to 

all people?  Might we want to think about how we’re doing as a community of faith; 

hope; and witness?  

The last sentence in the article about the stone-carrying Morwenna read:  Anyone in 

the small village could have built that church, but they did not; and as I reflected on 

this woman… I thought – and anyone could have helped, but they didn’t do that either. 

 


